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3;t)e spiQtonic iporobise : Man an6 ©upermon 

•• t in holU Ihoro \.a noth ing but lov« and b e a u t y . " 

Don J u a n i n Man. and Superrr-jan 

If e x c i t e m e n t Ca a mechaniam our C r e a t o r u s e s for Hia own a m u s e m e n t , 

Love I s s o m e t h i n g t h a t b e l o n g s t o u s a l o n e and e n a b l e s u s to f l e e t h e 

C r e a t o r . L.ov* ia our fr»«dom. Lov« l i * s b»yond 'E« mu«s • # i n I' 

Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness o/ Being 

As an artist Shaw was pulled in opposite directions. His 

ideological commitment to comedy, which precluded every other 

genre, constantly foundered on a stronger, if unrecognised, drive 

towards isolationism. He often slid over this gap with an 

intellectual legerdemain. The result has often been 

unsatisfactory marriage leaves a bitter taste in Widou^ers' 

HoxLS&s; in Arms and th& Man it becomes almost Gilbertian; in John 

Bxill's other Island the marriage is itself the profoundest symbol 

of despair, and in Major Barbara it is more disturbing than Shaw's 

dialectic is willing to admit. The 'happy' ending in Candida is 

like a bandage on a festering sore : it does not attempt to cure 

the sore, but merely to hide it. The one exception, You N&x>&r- Ccxrx 

Tell, the author himself could hardly tolerate. In his novels and 
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plays Shaw identifies himself with those characters who, like 

Trefusis, Caesar, Lady Cicely and Dick Dudgeon, repudiate either 

love or marriage or both and thus tend to pull his works not in 

the direction of comedy, but in the reverse direction. Thus 

biological sterility remains implicitly associated with Shaw's 

superman, and there is no greater foe of comedy, born of fertility 

cults, than unmarried or unmarriageb1e men and women. Man and 

Sxiperrruxn, generally regarded as his greatest achievement in the 

field of comedy, was conceived as a play that could face and 

overcome these difficulties without compromising the hardened 

Shavian attitudes. 

Shaw calls Man and Supernxan. "A Comedy and a Philosophy". 

During performance the comedy can be neatly detached from the 

philosophy as the latter is contained mainly in the I'.ell Scene of 

the third act. Without the interlude, the comedy would lose not 

only the ratson d'&tr-G of the title, but would also be a very 

different play. Generally the two parts are staged separately and 

Shaw said to Lewis Carson that the play without the Hell Scene 

3 

"was all that CwasD meant to be presented on the stage." In the 

Stage Society News, No 11 (March 30,1905) a note, probably written 

by Shaw himself, read : 

The play, in fact, was made with two detachable sections : 

the third act, and a section of the first, in which the hero 

gives an account of his early growth and moral development. 

These portions could be performed under the conditions which 
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prevail at Bayreuth and Oberammergau, but not under the 

conditions to which 'the Stage Society is subject. They will, 

therefore, be omitted at the forthcoming performance, 

leaving the main comedy untouched and unspoiled. There will 

be no violation of the author's intention, as the 

necessities of the case were foreseen by him from the first, 

4 
and provided for in just this way. 

The plot of the comedy resembles the most innocuous 

well—made play. Octavius is in love with Ann, who is in love ujitli 

Tanner. Tanner does not want to marry Ann but the latter is 

determined not to let him go. When he learns about her intentions, 

Tanner dashes off to Spain on his motor car to avoid Ann, but 

equally doggedly she chases him across the continent. In the 

sub—plot, Octavius's sister Violet supposedly creates a scandal as 

the other characters think that she is shortly going to become an 

unwed mother. Amidst general consternation Tanner congratulates 

her for courageously following the promptings of the Life Force, 

only to be snubbed and told by her that she is legally married but 

is keeping the name of her husband secret for tactical reasons. We 

later learn that her immensely rich father-in-law is unwilling to 

accept her but unlike her foolishly idealistic husband, she has no 

intentions of doing without his money. The two plots are resolved 

in the fourth act when both women break through the barricades put 

across their path; Ann gets Tanner and Violet gets Mclrnf 

Sr.'s purse. To add spice to this 1ived-happily-ever-after 
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formula, the characters are never allowed to cut lose from comic 

stereotypes. Ramsden is a stick-in-the-mud who prides himself on 

his liberalism, Octavius is an embodiment of the decadent 

aestheticism of the 1890's, Henry Straker, the new man, is an 

exercise is extravaganza, Ann is Shaw's idea of Everywoman, 

Mendoza is too extravagantly comic to be even a type character, he 

is an example of what Shaw can do when his comic imagination 

flares up : he is a highwayman who lives by robbing the rich, on 

closer examination he turns out to be a poet whose one sample of 

verisficat ion is not exactly Miltonic. He reveals that he is not 

only a brigand and poet but also a former cook and an ex-waiter. 

This armed leader of social democrats and anarchists is also one 

of the most sentimental lovers that human civilization has ever 

produced. It is not surprising that with such drcaruxt is p&rso7xa.G 

the comedy should rip along in a riotous spirit of gaiety. 

It is true that Tanner says some nasty things about women, 

love and marriage, but it is made evident at the very beginning 

that Tanner is an odd mixture of the ridiculous and the sublime, 

Described by his creator as "possibly a little mad," he is "a 

sensitive, susceptible, exaggerative, earnest man : a 

megalomaniac, who would be lost without a sense of humour." 

There is no doubt that Tanner is something of a great man, 

as it is he who propounds the theory of Creative Evolution in the 

play. But if he is his creator's mouthpiece as a thinker, his 

passion for blowing things up gives truth a bizarre shape in his 

hands. Thus, in effect, he often becomes a windbag : the 
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philosopher lecturing Octavius on the net closing in on him is 

ridiculously unaware that the trap is laid not for Octavius but 

for himself. Besides, he often needs to be sternly ticked off by a 

pragmatic woman like Violet to be broght down a peg or two from 

the cloudy realm of theories. Indeed, Shaw's main political 

opponent H.M.Hyndman, was one of the persons who provided Shaw 

with a model for Tanner, This has a sobering effect on the comedy; 

Tanner's natural exaggerativeness robs his pointed criticism of 

much of its sting. Remarks that would make the play bitter become 

add i t i on a 1 spurs to exhilaration, and the Lincivil prophpt i<-

admired as a jester wearing a scowling mask. 

Thus while Man and Superman can undoubtedly be read as a 

conventional cbmedy, such a reading glosses over things of vital 

importance. First, though Tanner is occasionally deflated, nay, 

7 

"beaten — smashed — nonentitized" by Violet and Ann,it is he who 

is the vehicle of the dramatist's heightened feeling and 

intelligence. It is the clown who is the prophet in Shaw, because 

Shaw utters profound truths through extravagant jests. Besides, 

the maddening mixture of insight and frivolity is more than a 

dramatic ploy; it prevents the most subversive elements in the 

author's ijf&l tanschctru-ung from surfacing openly : a necessity for 

the dramatist who is reluctant to recognize them in himself and 

can face them only when they are mixed with contrary feelings 

so that more sympathetic constructions can be put on them. We 

should pay more attention to the darker side of the play because 

it is this side that unites Man and S-upermjcin with his earlier 
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works and shows that the fountain-head of his creativity remains 

the same. Such probing allows us to see that the creator of 

Trefusis and the creator of Tanner are steering the same course. 

Tanner is the exponent of the philosophy of Creative 

Evolution in the comedy and Don Juan in the Hell Scene. According 

to this theory life continuously aspires Lo reach higher and 

higher organisation, but it is only men of genius who are 

conscious of Nature's purpose. They dedicate themselves to the 

task of helping Nature to reach its aim. The highest organization 

is achieved when Nature creates beings who have no limit to power 

and knowledge. But the man of genius is a bad husband, and a bad 

father because he cares for nothing except knowledge, at the 

altar of which he is prepared to sacrifice everything and 

everybody. The woman, on the other hand, is selected by Nature to 

replenish the earth; her glory is motherhood. ITiua, though 

both are selected by the Life Force to serve its cause, the 

artist-philosopher and mother-woman have conflicting purposes. In 

the Epislte Dedicatory Shaw himself says: 

Accordingly we observe in the man of genius all the the 

unscrupulousness and all the "self-sacrifice" (the two 

things are the same) of Woman . He will ri'=.k the <=itakp and 

the cross; starve, when necessary, in a garret all his life; 

study women and live on their work and care as Darwin 

studied worms and lived upon sheep...Here Woman meets a 

purpose as impersonal, as irresistible as her own; and the 
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clash is sometimes tragic. 

Tanner echoes his creator when he says : 

Perish the race and wither a thousand women if only thp 

sacrifice of them enable him to act Hamlet better, to paint 

a finer picturt, to write i dsBptr poem, a greater play, a 

profounder philosophy : For mark you Tavy, the artist's 

work is to show us ourselves as we really are. Our minds 

are nothing but this knowledge of ourselves; and he who 

adds a jot to such knowledge creates new mind as surely as 

any woman creates new man. In the rage of that creation he 

is as ruthless as the woman, as dangerous to her as she to 

him, and as horribly fascinating, of all human struggles 

there is none such treacherous and remorseless as the 

9 
struggle between the artist man and the mother woman. 

Shaw has created some such men of genius. Owen Jack, the 

composer in Lo-u& ArruDrxg: t?x& Ar t is ts, maintainod that hp awed no 

allegiance to anything except his music, but Louis Dubedat in The 

Doc tor' s Dilemma., and Henry Higgins in Py^nialian are probably the 

only men of genius in Shawfs plays who have sacrificed social 

conscience for the sake of art or knowledge. The Ancients in BacM. 

to Methxis&lah have explicitly rejected this parasitic relationsip. 

In Man and. Superman itself, Don Juan, the highly evolved human 

being, and Dona Ana, the archetypal mother woman, do not in the 

least interact in the manner indicated by Shaw and Tanner. Women 
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no doubt sought to capture Juan, but the source of the conflict 

lay in his refusal to commit himself to marriage or a permanent 

relationship : 

I did not object to the conditions because they were 

exorbitant and inhuman i it was their extraordinary 

irrelevance that prostrated me. I invariably replied with 

perfect frankness that I had never dreamt of any of these 

things; that unless the lady's character and intellect were 

superior to my own, her conversation must degrade and her 

counsel mislead me; and her costant companionship might, for 

all 1 knew, become intolerably tediou-s tn me; that I could 

not answer for my feelings for a week -in advance, much less 

to the end of my life; that to cut me off from all natural 

and unconstrained relations with the rest of my fellow 

creatures would narrow and warp me if I submitted to it; and 

if not, would bring me under the riirse of c 1 andest i n i t y; 

that, finally my proposals to her were wholly unconnected 

with any of these matters, and were the antcomr nf 

perfectly simple impulse of my manhood towards her 

womanhood. 

Taiuiei', however, wants to etaCdpe from tti u i tar a different 

reason. Though Don Juan is supposed to be the prototype of John 

Tanner — Ann calls Juan Tanner's ancestor and in the Hell Scene 

the similarity between their faces as well as their names is 

stressed in the comedy Tanner does not resemble Juan; he has 
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nothing to do with philandering the quintessence of Don 

Juanism. He runs away from Ann because he feels that he will tae 

swallowed up by her, that his career as a philosopher will be 

finished by the role of the husband. In one case the husband—wife 

relationship i •=; shunned because of its irrrlevanrp, in the other 

it is feared because the hero thinks that intellectual activity 

can be carried on only by a bachelor. Also neither of them 

explains why, if men and women are equally in the grip of the Life 

Force, and if the preservation of life is the sine QXLO. non of its 

development, the philosopher should not he promptpri tay the urge to 

attain fatherhood, especially when, as Juan explains in the Hell 

Scene, "the process of fatherhood takes up only a tiny fraction of 

a man's energy, leaving the rest of it free for intellectual 

pursuits." 
f. 

The inconsistencies and contradictions in the argument show 

that the battle of ."the sexes does not form an integral part of the 

philosophy of Creative Evolution. If it shows anything it shows 

Shaw's own abhorrence, almost a neurotic fear, of love. Commenting 

on Man and Suporman, Maurice Valency remarks : "Shaw's feminism 

seems both complex and confusing. Ostensibly he made no social 

distinction on sexual grounds. But from Widow&rs' Houses to Bach. 

to MetK-usGlah. his plays clearly reveal his mistrust of woman as 

12 
woman." We have seen, however,that this mistrust is the mistrust 

of love rather than the mistrust of woman. In most of Shaw's plays 

the h e r o ' s p o i n t of view p r o v i d e s the v a n t a g e p o i n t , taut when the 

P y p p i e r p s h i f t s , a« it doe«5 lAjith rhararterc; fr.uf-h at; randiri.i, I arty 
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Cicely, Joan or Aurelie, the women • show exactly the same kind of 

aversion to marriage or love. 

A reader willing and able to cross the hurdles of droll 

dialogue and the apparently facetious behaviour of the hero is 

likely to discover a shockingly different world in Man and 

S-up&rma.n. Tanner warns Octavius that falling in love with Ann is 

like putting one's head in the lioness's mouth ; the fear of 

losing one's bearings, even the loss of self, is indicated in such 

superficially funny remarks as "my own opinion is that she means 

14 to eat you," and "Ca womanD makes you will your own 

1 5 destruction."^ 

The relationship between man and woman is not of love but 

of antagonism, similar to the kind of relationship existing 

between a hunter and his quarry or a predator and its prey- Ann is 

a lioness, a boa-constrictor. Denying that women's fellow-feeling 

at the suffereing of men is an expression of love. Tanner gives a 

functional explanation : "They tremble when we are in danger, and 

weep when we die; but the tears are not for us, but for a father 

wasted, a son's breeding thrown away." 

Shaw's metaphysics of love owes a great deal to 

1 7 
Schopenhauer's The World As Will and Idea. As a monist, 

Schopenhauer sees in individuals the collective aspirations of the 

human race; to him human love is at bottom the manifestation of 

the human will to survival. However, as Shaw is not a professional 

philosopher, his eclecticism seizes upon that aspect of 

Schopenhauer which can serve his own scheme. Shaw uses the 
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German's philosophy to penetrate love and to put sexual attraction 

outside the human world. Schopenhauer uses his metaphysics, like 

the Hindu philosophers of the Upanishads, by whom he was 

profoundly influenced, to stress monism instead of pluralism as 

the ultimate truth. Shaw uses it to prove that love is an 

illusion, that it is the name of the intoxicant that men share 

with all other animals when they are sexually aroused. Shaw 

undermines its subjective and phenomeno1oq i c a 1 aspect. The hiatus 

between body and mind creates a tension that is almost tragic. To 

the woman who has an irrestible sexual attraction for him, Tanner 

confides with a mixture of hostility and helplessness: "You seem 

to me to have absolutely no conscience only hypocrisy :and you 

cant see the difference yet there is a sort of fascination 

1 8 
about you." Significantly, that part of him that is exclusively 

human the part that is concerned with his moral sense — feels 

the repulsion, but the stronger and more primitive part, the 

animal in him, feels the fascination. 

In the Epistle Dedicatory and in thp filay there is a lot of 

glorification of animality but its close association with moral 

repulsion shows that there is more to it than meets the eye; the 

Puritan in Shaw does not surrender to the Life Force without a 

shudder though the context is made to look sufficiently comic to 

divert the reader's attention from the deep ambivalence of the 

protagonist and the author. Tanner sinqs paeans to sexuality 

because he believes that the "need of the present hour is a happy 

1 9 
mother and a healthy baby" and is impatient with all morality 
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that retards this process. However his praise of sexuality is 

merely academic, only a concession to the intellect because he, 

who has nothing in common with the amoral and anti-social artist 

that robs the child of its mother's milk to mix paint, or with the 

philandering genius who responds to the Life Force by impregnating 

one woman after another, gives none of the reasons provided in the 

Epislte Dedicatory or the Hell Scene for running away from the 

woman who is after him. It is sheer gut feeling. Significantly he 

sees his final capitulation as defeat. Shortly before 

20 

surrendering, he calls Ann a liar, a coquette and a bully. 

In the Epistle Ded.ica.tory Shaw pretends to remain 

unperturbed by such implications : 

Among the friends to whom I have read this play in 

manuscript are some of our own sex who are shocked at the 

"unscrupu1ousness, " meaning the total disregard of masculine 

fastidiousness, with which the woman pursues her purpose. It 

does not occur to them that if women were as fastidious as 

men, morally or physically, there would be an end of the 
21 

race . 

Shaw believes that in depicting Ann he is in the august 

company of Shakespeare : "I find in my plays that Woman ...behaves 

22 
just as Woman did in the plays of Shakespear." The Ann whom we 

see in the play, however, is not like Rosalind or Portia or 

Mariana : the only thing that she shares with Shakespeare's women 

is that she is free from the devitalized effeteness that passed 
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for feminity in niheteenth-century English literature. But there 

is a line, and not too fine at that, between robustness and and 

unscrupulousness. In every respect other than vitality, Ann is a 

disagreeable woman. In her inexorable determination to get the man 

she wants she rides roughshod over'every human quality valued by 

mankind : she seems to be a habitual liar and spreads libellous 

slander about Tanner to dissuade Rhoda from accompanying him; she 

does not hesitate to wrench Octavius's heart and coquettishly 

enjoy the exercise; she treats her mother shabbily and exploits 

every person in the play when it suits her to do so. What is more 

important, alternative strategies were not unavailable to her. Her 

double-dealing with Octavius, her hostility to her mother, her 

irresponsible lies about one thing or another were not strictly 

necessary for the conquest of Tanner. 

The play is thus one of t'he rare examples of comedy in 

which the impending marriage can be called a union only in a very 

narrow sense : more authentically, it is the story of Tanner's 

defeat. Borrowing the metaphor of the lioness used by him, one can 

justly say that Tanner has been devoured by Ann. He can therefore 

say with all earnestness : "Ramsden : it is very easy for you to 

call me a happy man : You are only a spectator. I am one of the 

23 

principals; and I know better." He knows that he has 

"renounceCdH happiness, renounceCd] freedom, renounceCd] 

tranquillity, above all, renounceCdD the romantic possibilities of 
24 

the unknown future, for the cares of a household and family." 

Among the "possibilities of the unknown future" is also the 
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possibility of Tanner developing into a superman. 

The Hell Scene was a necessity for Shaw, because try as he 

would, he could not satisfactorily reconcile his idea of a 

superman with the playgoers' idea of a comedy. His superman is far 

too self-absorbed to be accommodated by a genre of literature 

which owes its existence to the gregarious instinct of mankind. 

Yet it is this impossible task, the closing of this breach, that 

Shaw's artistic energy is directed at. As a writer of comedies, 

sooner or later he had to come to terms with the perennial 

subjects of comedy : courtship, marriage and fertility. In some of 

Shaw's plays these themes form a part of the subject, taut before 

he wrote Man and S-uperman he had written only one play, Yoxi NGrj&r 

Can Tell^ in which these subjects are centrally important. In 

order to grasp Shaw's ambivalence to the central subject of 

comedy, it is important to review the play briefly. The review 

wall reveal the intimate, though not necessarily obvious, 

connection between You N&xj&r Can Tell and Man and Sxiperman. 

We have already seen that Shaw was willing to go more than 

half way to welcome stage conventions provided that the exercise 

gave him a chance to put across a strain that was subversive of 

those very conventions. Sometimes the strategy did not work; 

instead of being Shavianised, traditional forms assimilated the 

Shavian element. That is what happened in YaxL N&x>&r Can T&ll . The 

mood of festivity created by Renaissance Comedy almost obliterated 

Shaw's modification of the genre. 

Shaw takes a conventional plot in which a father and his 
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children, long separated from each other, are accidentally 

reunited. A young man meets a beautiful younq woman, immediately 

falls in love and finally has his love rewarded with marriage. The 

twins, who are the brother and the sister of the heroine, are 

slightly modified versions of Harlequin and Columbine of Comims-clia. 

dell' Arte. Then there is the suave and unflappable trouble-

shooter, the Shavian counterpart of Barrie's C n c h t o n and 

W( )dnh(iM-.p • <-. Jrcvr-". , w h ( ) t,.il-:c>-. i l).it()C ,i'. I I i i i ii)' . luil, iip. TJh .ii-j l.iy. 

on every formula of conventional success lavish feasting in a 

sea-side hotel, the duel of sex, masked ball with Chinese 

lanterns, the wizardry of the waiter — who happens to be the 

father of a barrister — and a barrister enlivening the ball with 

his false nnse and dnminn. The rurtain rnrnp"̂ . Hoi.jn on an pnciing 

that sees the reconciliation between estranged husband and wife, 

and between father and children. The play gives the impression of 

such overwhelming gaiety that one of the finest writers on Shaw 

says : 

It is not easy to write soberly about Yo-u Nexjer Can. Tell 

without giving a false impression at the kind ut play it is: 

as serious as it is 1 i gh t-̂ h e a r t ed ; and with nothing 

melancholy about it...It is a festive play, a celebration of 

the perennial recurrence of summer; and through its action 

tho <..h ai-ac t e !'•-. move toward-j reconciliation with each other-

25 
and with life itself. 

The spirit ai the play is too clnr:.e t n R en a i sc anc e romanti(-
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comedy to be to Shaw's liking. His most (_hat'ac tei-i st ic comedies do 

not move in the direction of Th.e T\i>elfth. Nigh.t or As Yo-u Like I t . 

Instead of being gradually changed by society the Shavian hero 

reveals his l?ssential character, which resists pressure and 

change. 

Shaw's purpose was evidently riefeatpd by hi i'-, n i < ,• '.in: i •, i:. 

gay and romantic elements were designed to decorate? the surf .̂ re ni 

a play at the heart of which lay the familiar Shavian conflict 

between love and egoism. That part of You N&oer Can Tell which is 

Shavian is completely different in spirit from the rest of the 

play : Gloria is overcome with" shame when she recnqnizes Invp in 

herself and Valentine says : "It's r^nrprising how little 

difference there is between the two Ci.e. between love and 

hateD," the reader suddenly recognizes the voiCP of the GhMviaii 

hero who cannot love without despising himself for laving. If 

Valentine is the Shavian hero in feeling that Gloria's rpjecti im 

27 of him will come as a relief to him, Blnria is tlie Shavian 

heroine in being "driven almost mad- with shame by the feeling that 

op 

all her power over herself had broken down." Gloria is ashamed 

because inspite of herself she has fallen in love, she despises 

herself for not being able to he a Candida nr a ( ady Hirrly. 

Shaw knew that his own little play 1̂ad been smothered by a 

larger one that he had failed to subvert from within : the 

an ti-romanticism of Shavian comedy had been defeated by the 

generic strength of romantic comedy. Like the heroine of his play 

Shaw was disgusted with himself and made no attpmp^ to hidr. M .< 
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disgust when he wrote to Ellen Terry : "Oh, Ellpn Fllnn. r\ ^ r" 

really read Yoxt Nex)er Can T&ll ? Could anyone read it "̂  It maddens 

me." To Florence Farr he wrote that the play was "the dullest 

4. I, T J ..30 

trash I ever revised. 

Shaw's strong aversion to the play can be understood only 

if it is seen in the context of his entirn opus. Yn-a Nor^o^- ^nr-

T&ll was not the play he wanted to write, it merely contained the 

«i#ed® of the play he wished to pen. Thf qui r't'.K tjon^ of Glori.n 

and Valentine were smothered by dramatic conventions: the writei-

of WidoiiiSTs' Noxises, Mrs Warrerx' s Prof&ssiarx. Ca.rtd.idcL and 

Pygma.lt on for once failed to impose his victory nvnr 't>'-

conventions of the genre. It was inevitable for Shaw to write 

another play that would dispense with.inessentials and concentrate 

its energies entirely on the central theme tiy exploring furthr^r 

the situations which make love shameful to Gloria and prompt 

Valentine not only to sense his- own defeat in marriaqe (it is 

interesting that Valentine, W H Q - has not yet discovered the 

philosophy of the l-ife Force, Pthaves like Tanner when he learns 

that Gloria is in love with him) hut also to r p c n r| n i 7 p that 1 n v p 

and hatred are almost indistinguishable from each other. In a 

way, therefore, Man and. Sxipernuan is Shaui's ppnance fnr the fnist̂ erl 

opportunity in Yoii NGVGV Ca.ix '!'& L L . 

Shaw had to rewrite You N&ver Can Tell and Man and Sxj.p&rma.n 

is the play in the rewritten form, the form in ujhich it i'=, 

authentically Shavian and autobiographical, the form in which it 

deals witfi all the diverse elements Shaw had so far unsuccessfully 
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tried to fuse into a sinqle play. Man and Sxip&r-man i^ a notable? 

success because it succeeds in fusing the traditional subject of 

marriage and fecundity with Shaw's personal ambivalence towards 

that subject. Yet the comedy without thp interlurlp, that is 

has its limitations, for the one thing that Shauj hn<=i no*: .̂,1 ir r p or̂  (.i 

in doing is that he has not been able to accommodate the superman 

in the comedy. Thus the comedy survives at the expense of the 

idea. 

In the comedy Tanner merely manages to tell others that the 

Life Force does not care for respecLaU 1 1 1 Ly, in the 

Revolutionist's Handbook he argues that civilization will be 

destroyed unless men are transformed into supermen. It is the Hell 

rirrnr that a 1 on L' puitiayt> Llie type o"( person that the Life Force 

cares for. The kind of per?;on who exist?. 111 t, 11 p (.(Knccly only in 

Tanner's mind comes alive in the interlude as DCDP Juan. 

Once Tanner fizzles out as a superman nvoLncfue ^ it is 

necessary for Shaw to portray a genuine superman, a 

Be i gf r i ed-1 i k e Nietzschean uiJi/iiiuLnti^cf)., who is beyond good an evil. 

Such a person would be a far more appropriate mirror of Shaw's 

soul than Tanner, who, being a figure of comedy, :' '. t u'l;;.- J a. :.., . 

stage conventions, comic tradition, and public taste. 

The superman thus has to be different from Tanner, he has 

to be the kindred spirit of Owen Jack and Dick Dudgeon, of Caesar 

and Lady Cicely. The superman is Shaw's magnificant obsession, and 

almost every Shavian hero is, as we have "^epn, an attempt <»t 

incarnating the idea 0"f the supc^rman. Shaw'':, inui .Itiaii, t'>: (j ec I, et.l 1 y , 
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IS like Siegfried. Like Siegfried he has "repudiated all duty, 

32 

trampled honor underfoot, and laughed at justice." Rising above 

the world's conventions he has, like all Shavian supermen, risen 

above the world's values. After all, honour and ' duty are 

obligations determined by social values. To one who refuses to 

recognize every obligation arising from outside one's own self, 

love must go the way of duty and honour because Invp is a 

relationship, the strongest possible relationship, brtween two 

individuals. A relationship involving love is based on the 

recognition of the value of the 'other" with whom the self forges 

a bond. Where the "other' is not recognized as co-equal with the 

self, there can be no love, though there can be desire, because in 

desire the "other' merely becomes an object sought by the self. 

Love IS an exclusively human relationship. A dog cannot love a 

bitch, nor can it love its master. A superman cannot love an 

inferior creature just as a man cannot ''love" his dog. Desire is 

far more impersonal, akin, in some ways, to instinct. Don Juan, 

being a Si egfried-1 i ke superman, cannot love although he can 

respond to sexual stimuli. Understandably, therefore, when Juan 
33 

hears of sympathy and love he says : "You are making me ill." 

Shaw attempts to make the Hell Scene an integral part of 

the play by making Juan take over from Tanner. The comedy examines 

the relationship between sex,love and marriage the relationship 

between man and woman. The interlude takes up the same subjecO-

Juan is the first superman in Shaw who hails motherhood and 

sexuality. The supermen preceding him are by and large too 
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ji n w a i""U - i u o k 1 riy t o a p p r e c i a t e t ri e 11 e e u u i ,M a , i ̂  ,i -i t-- ... .. i i : i . ; u . . : : -

O w e n J a c k , E d w a r d H n n n l l v , R i r i n p v 7 T-P f 11^, ; •- , ''ic' !•,;!-,>-

Julius Caesar (not of history but of Shaw's play) eitlier do nut 

marry or repent their marriage. Creating an autistic universe 

within themselves, they show complete indifference to women and 

refuse to be fathers. The superwomen (i.ihpn wp iî .p tho tnrm n h'u! t 

Aurelie the pianist, or' Candida or L .idy C u c l v UJP M M - it in •'"• 

relative sense, indicating that they are superior women who are 

not swayed helter-skelter by their passions, that they control 

themselves and often others, that they are natural leaders having 

some mission in life) are loveless women like Aiirelip, CandiHa, 

and Cicely, who subvert marriaqe in nnp May nr annthrr. 

Traits that are muted in Tanner are fully h1 own up in Junn. 

Thus Juan believes like Tanner that "sexually, Woman is Nature u 

contrivance of perpetuating its highest achievement. Sexually Nan 

is Woman's contrivance for fulfilling Nature's behest in the most 

34 
economical way." But he goes further than Tannpr in arrpptinn li'' 

corollary. Whereas Tanner is satisfied merely to note that Nature 

does not care for love, Juan, by totally identifyinq his purpn=^p 

with that of Nature, rejects love outright : "It was the supremacy 

of this purpose that reduced love for me to the mere exercise for 

1az1ness. 
.35 

One suspects that Juan can n'nrify thp =spxua 

instinct only because he knows that "the sex relation is not a 

7./, 
t; hat: 1 n v p a v\ rl v n m a n r v personal or friendly relation at all", 

"unbearable frivolities" and that the attachment of woman to man 

is like "the policeman's attachment to the prisoner 
,,5ti 
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Cleopatra felt that the absence of love in Caesar was an 

essential part of his god-like nature and Lady Cicely confided 

that she had never been in love with any real person at a time 

when the philosophy of Creative Evolution had not yet been 

developed by Shaw. The invocation of Nature and its purpose by 

Juan, then, is merely a justification for an attitide which is 

independent of the much-vaunted purpose of Nature. It is 

therefore difficult to see eye to eye with Fredrick P.W.McDowell 

when he argues that Shaw attacks sentimentality and not love 

39 
and beauty in Man and. Svipermctn. There is not a single sentence 

in the Hell Scene to suggest that Juan is against mushy 

sentimentality and not love, against dilettantism and not against 

art and beauty. He rejects not only cheap forms of art and 

sentimental expressions of love, but love and art in general. He 

seeks knowledge and power at the expense of beauty and love and 

feels that the bird, which he feels is the symbol of beauty, is 

an unsuccessful experiment of Nature since Nature later scrapped 

it and developed along a different line to produce the hideous 

ape, the grandfather of man. Thus he explicitly rejects beauty and 

love because they are inferior to knowledge and power. However 

neither Juan nor the Devil sees the fallacy of the argument 

because Juan does not explain how the bird is associated with love 

he merely assumes the association and how Nature deems love 

inferior to power. Strangely enough, the Devil fails to ask the 

one question that would take the wind out of Juan's sails : he 

does not ask Juan why beauty and intelligence must be mutually 
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exclusi ve. 

Juan's vision of divinity presupposes an ideal being who 

soars above the human condition, and this vision Juan shares with 

the other Shavian supermen. Thus nature as conceived by him must 

exclude love and beauty from its list of objectives. When one 

links Man cindL Superman to the plays that precede it as well as 

to the ones that follow plays like Bach to lietHxiselah. and 

FarfeLch.edL Fables one is in no doubt that the artist 

philosopher's own sympathies are with Juan, and in his eyes, Juan 

40 
is the victor in the debate. 

Ironically, the Hell Scene, written with the intention of 

transforming a. sexual comedy into a spiritual one, succeeds in 

almost destroying the comic structure. The comedy taking place on 

earth ends with marriage, a subject with which the genre is most 

familiar; the cosmic comedy, of which Juan's choice constitutes 

only the first link the chain stretching to an infinite length 

that would witness the transformation of man into God moves in 

the direction of contemplation and the renunciation of human 

relationship. Thus Shaw fails to fuse his earthly comedy with his 

vision of the cosmic comedy. Those who argue like J.L. Wisenthal 

that the dream interlude is an integral part of the play stress 

the fact that it is "in the Hell Scene, where the real world no 

longer exists, that Tanner's qualities of thought and intelligence 

41 
are of value." By doing so they implicitly accept that Juan's 

values, taken seri 'sly, cannot co-exist with the values of 

comedy. The unique 'rm of the play, the fact that Don Juan and 
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the Devil exist only in a dream, can sustain the view that the 

interlude does not threaten the comedy. But such an interpretation 

can only maintain tamely, as Wisenthal does, that the interlude 

keeps alive the hope that some day intelligence will be a 

highly-valued quality. We have seen, on Ihp nthm li,; ;l, ^'.. ; 

Hell Scene is much more important to Shaw than that. lo hitu the 

dream is not an unreality but a superrea1ity, the crystallization 

of his deepest aspirations. Years later Tanner's dream is allowed 

to triumph completely over ordinary reality, and the result is the 

last part of Bach, to Hethxiselah.. And though the conquest of the 

desire to be loved or to iove can co-exist in tlujciiy w;t'i tt,... 

conquest of despair, so far as an artistic experience is more than 

i th©Of*&ticai activity the marriage of contraries fails in Man 

arxdL S-up&r-man as Shaw's earth and Shaw's heavrii i-('mr'.!ri linronntv t,'.' 

with each other. 

Shaw himself appears not be unawaie of th(> lailuiM^. f\'. 

the debate in the interlude proceeds towards its conclusion, the 

Devil seems to gain the ascendancy, expoeinq the hollowness of a 

philosophy that seeks to keep despair at bay by pinninq its faith 

on a m i l l e n i u m that in all p r o b a b i l i t y 1 i p'̂". b e y o n d tuunan hi'^^tory. 

Juan's reply is empty, almost despairing, defiance : 

Granted that the great Life Force has hit on the device of 

the clock-maker's pendulum, and uses the earth for its bob; 

that the history of each oscillation, which seems so novel 

to us the actors, is but the histoi-y ', t !, hp ia-;. t: !!•, i ; i,. i •. . 
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repeated; nay more, that in the unthinkable infinitude of 

time the sun throws off the earth and catches it again a 

thousand times as a circus rider throws up a ball, and that 

the total of all our epochs is but the moment between the 

42 toss and the catch, has the colossal mechanism no purpose? 

Instead of countering the Devil's arQument that the universe has 

no purpose, Juan only buttresses his adversary's opinion with 

additional metaphors, so that the incredibly weak note of hope at 

the end of his speech rings hollow in his own ears. Yet the entire 

edifice of Juan's world-view is built on the premise that the 

U(UVLM'JL3 hatj a purpose which is being realised through evolutioni 

Expectedly, therefore, as the vulnerability of Juan's intellectual 

position 15 exposed in the debate, his elegant ratiocination is 

blown away like a puff of smoke by the Devil : 

Beware of the pursuit of the Superhuman : it leads to an 

indiscriminate contempt of the Human. To a man, horses and 

doqs and cats are mere species, outside the moral world. 

W P I I , to thp Superman, men and women are a mere species too, 

43 
al-̂ ô nutsidp the moral world. 

At this point it becomes clear that the debate between Juan 

and tho Dt?vil is actually Shaw's own debate with himself, it is 

Uie ancient qudrrel between the creator of Trefusis and that of 

Cashel Dyron, betw§en Sonny and 0.B.S., b§tw§en the man who saw 

the consummation of the race in Juan's dream and the man who 
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44 
discovered only despair in it. 

Tne Devil's warning did not succeed in drawing away from 

Juan's camp the philosopher who knew like Schopenhauer that human 

attitudes are formed not by rational arguments but by irrational 

drives, nonetheless it gave splendid articulation to an 

intellectual honesty that dourly resisted the seduction of 

auto-hypnot1sm. Shaw had marshalled all his resources, artistic as 

well as intellectual, to blend the human comedy with the cosmic 

one. His success was less than spectacular since even in the eyes 

of his sympathetic critics the former thrived at the eKpense of 

the latter, robbing it of its reality. His first attempt at cosmic 

comedy ended by forcing an "either/cr" choice. When Tanner's dream 

and Juan's hope come true, when the first batch of supermen appear 

on the Shavian scene in BacK to H&th.xiselaJ\, they are, 

significantly, not produced by the sexual union of Tanner and Ann, 

but born parthenogenetically. What light such a future arrangement 

throws on Man. and. Superman, which unmistakably carries the seeds 

of Bach to /ie thusGlah, is not very difficult; to qupf-.s. Oh nut the 

marriage of the two types of comedy, one can only say that the 

shotgun marriage ended in immediate divorce. 
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